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Abstract
Recently, generative adversarial networks (GANs) have shown great advantages in
synthesizing images, leading to a boost of explorations of using faked images to aug-
ment data. This paper proposes a multimodal cascaded generative adversarial networks
(PMC-GANs) to generate realistic and diversified pedestrian images and augment pedes-
trian detection data. The generator of our model applies a residual U-net structure, with
multi-scale residual blocks to encode features, and attention residual blocks to help de-
code and rebuild pedestrian images. The model constructs in a coarse-to-fine fashion
and adopts cascade structure, which is beneficial to produce high-resolution pedestrians.
PMC-GANs outperforms baselines, and when used for data augmentation, it improves
pedestrian detection results.
1 Introduction
Figure 1: Pedestrian images generated by our model. The lower left indicates the input.
c© 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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Pedestrian detection [9],[6],[7],[21],[28],[41] is a fundamental task in applications such
as robotics automation, autonomous driving, and video surveillance. In such tasks, training
requires a large number of high-quality pedestrian images, but traditional data augmentation
methods (e.g., flip and random crop) are not enough, and constructing large-scale manually
labeled datasets (e.g., [5],[8],[15],[42]) are time-consuming and laborious. Therefore, we
badly need an efficient way to augment pedestrian data autonomously.
We propose a method based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) to generate high-
quality pedestrian images, Figure 1 shows several generated results. GANs [17] have re-
cently shown great advantages in synthesizing images [45],[46],[38]. In principle, it is a
minimax game, where the generator, G, is trained to produce images that are indistinguish-
able from real ones, and the discriminator, D, is trianed to distinguish faked images. The
competition between G and D pushes the network to simulate the distribution of real images
as closely as possible.
The possibility of using GANs to augment data has been studied in several research areas
(e.g., [47],[13], and [30]), but it is still an open problem in pedestrian detection. Producing
visually appealing pedestrians is challenging because of their diverse appearances and sizes.
PS-GAN [32] is the first such attempt, it augments pedestrian detection images with a U-
net structured generator [33]. The network generates a pedestrian within a noise masking
rectangular area of the input background image, and adopts a Spatial Pyramid Pooling tech-
nique [18] to tackle multi-scale pedestrians. However, it has some pitfalls: rectangular masks
leave artificial edges when blending with the background; under occlusion, local context in-
formation is lost; the details of output pedestrians are rather rough; and the model learns a
one-to-one mapping, not efficient enough for data augmentation.
To produce realistic and diversified high-quality pedestrian images, we make the follow-
ing improvements: (1) we use instance-level pedestrian masks instead of rectangle masks.
Instance-level masks not only indicate the position to generate pedestrians but also inform
the shape of pedestrians, thus helpful for generating realistic postures and clear body edges,
as well as improves the problem of artificial blending edges and facilitates the synthesizing
of occluded pedestrians. (2) We inject a masked latent code into every intermediate block
of the encoder part of G to encourage both realistic and diversity of synthesized pedestri-
ans. (3) We upgrade the U-net structured G into a residual U-net, with multi-scale residual
blocks in the encoder part and attention residual blocks in the decoder part. Residual blocks
[19] deepen the network and enlarge its capacity. The multi-scale residual blocks further
enable modeling multi-scale information. The attention residual blocks help select the most
important features in synthesizing images by adjusting the important weight of features. (4)
We organize our model into a three-staged cascaded architecture to deal with multi-sized
pedestrians. The generators operate at a resolution of 64× 64, 128× 128, and 256× 256,
respectively, with a higher stage takes the output of its previous stage as input.
We have experimented on Cityscapes datasets and justified that our PMC-GANs gen-
erates higher-quality pedestrians than baselines. The model is used to augment data for a
pedestrian detection task, and the augmented dataset improves the performance of pedes-
trian detection.
2 Related Work
Image-to-Image Translation Image-to-image translation learns to map from a source im-
age domain to a target image domain. One of the most famous models is Pix2Pix [22], which
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Figure 2: The cascaded architecture of our model. We use the instance-level mask, semantic
label map, and edge map (the far left image set) to assist training. Each stage is a hybrid
of cVAE-GAN and cLR-GAN, in which cVAE-GAN encodes ground truth by Ei, and Gi
maps the input along with a sampled z back to ground truth, and cLR-GAN uses a randomly
sampled z to map the input into the output domain and then rebuilds z from an output. Dimg
distinguishes real or fake of the whole image, and Dped focuses on the object pedestrian
instance.
uses a conditional GAN [31] with a U-net generator. CycleGAN [45] creatively applies cy-
cle consistency losses to improve the reconstruction loss, and the idea of cycle consistency
is then widely taken by other studies. These two works learn one-to-one mapping, while our
model expects to produce several plausible results with one input. In this field, [1] proposes
an Augmented CycleGAN, which learns many-to-many mappings by cycling over the origi-
nal domains augmented with auxiliary latent spaces; [4] designs a star-topology to enable the
model to learn multi-domain mappings; [27] produces multi-modal results by regarding the
target domain as transforming conditions. We apply a similar fashion as [46], which learns
one-to-many mappings by encouraging a bijection between the output and latent space.
Generate Pedestrians by Using GANs [14] designs a double-discriminator network to
separately distill identity-related and pose-unrelated person features to generate person im-
ages. [48] transfers the pose of a given person to a target pose by applying Pose-Attentional
Transfer Blocks within GANs, and [36] tackles the problem by using adversarial loss to-
gether with pose loss, content loss, style loss, and face loss. These works are enlighten-
ing, however, their generated pedestrians should maintain the original physical features and
costumes of the input image, which is not conducive to the need for diversity in our task.
[37] proposes a composite-based image synthesizing method, which can paste a foreground
pedestrian instance into a background image. Compared to this method, our work is able
to generate unseen patterns of pedestrians, thus enriching the appearances of augmented
pedestrians.
3 Method
Our goal is to learn a multi-modal mapping from a source domain, BM , to a target domain,
B, where BM ⊂ RH×W×3 is a masked image domain, and B ⊂ RH×W×3 is a pedestrian im-
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Figure 3: The structure of our generator. Cov is a convolutional layer, CovT is a convolu-
tional transpose layer, CAT is a concatenation function, DS is a downsampling operation,
MSRB is a multi-scale residual block, and CARB is a channel attention residual block.
age domain. The pedestrian mask, M⊂ RH×W×1, is acquired based on the instance-level
semantic label map, Lm ⊂ RH×W×35, of Cityscapes dataset, we set the pixels inside of the
objective pedestrian instance to 1 and others to 0. Every BM ∈ BM is computed from a B ∈ B
and an M ∈M by masking the objective pedestrian instance and leaving the background
of B remains. We also use instance-level edge map[38], Em ⊂ RH×W×1, to assist training.
During training, we have given a set of paired instances from these domains and the corre-
sponding maps,A= {BM ∈BM,M ∈M,Lm ∈Lm,Em ∈ Em}, to represent a joint distribution
of p(A ∈ A,B ∈ B). It is important to note that although there could be multiple plausible
B that would fit an input instance A, the training set contains only one such pair. Figure 2
is the illustration of the PMC-GANs architecture. During testing, the model is expected to
generate a varied set of B′, given an new instance BM . To be specific, the testing instance BM
could be computed either by masking an originally existed pedestrian or by adding a mask
at where originally exist no pedestrians.
3.1 Network Construction
Multi-scale Attention Residual U-net Generator Generating high-quality pedestrians is
challenging, not only because of the complex body structures but also for the rich and diverse
details. Intuitively, we can divide the generation of pedestrians into two steps: encoding, to
extract as many infromation as possible from the training instances; decoding, to select the
most important features to synthesize pedestrians. Based on this idea, we propose a multi-
scale attention residual U-net (U-MAR) structured generator (Figure 3). We introduce multi-
scale residual blocks (MSRBs) [26] into the encoder part of the generator G, thus enabling
the generator to obtain multi-scale information and to get a robust representation of the input.
And we adopt channel attention residual blocks (CARBs) [44] to the decoder part of G to
adjust the importance weights of features. We find Leaky ReLU activation performs better
in our work than ReLU, which is the original settings of these residual blocks. Due to the
limit of the length of paper, the inner architecture of MSRBs and CARBs are showed in the
supplementary file.
Cascaded Architecture Generating visually appealing high-resolution pedestrians is much
more difficult than generating low-resolution ones, because of finer details. For that differ-
ently sized pedestrians share some similar features, such as body structures and textures, it
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Figure 4: The integration of two stages.
is reasonable to regard the low-resolution result as a start point of training a high-resolution
one. We hence organize the network into a cascaded structure, with three stages, operating at
resolutions of 64×64, 128×128, and 256×256, respectively. Each stage consists of a GAN
that uses the proposed U-MAR structured generators. The generator in a higher stage takes
in the integration of the previous stage’s knowledge B′previous and the current stage’s input
Acrrent . Hence, training a higher stage is also a process of fining its previous. The integration
of neighbor stages is showed in Figure 4.
3.2 Loss Functions
We train the model based on the settings of BicycleGAN [46], whose loss function consisted
of a conditional LR-GAN loss [10],[12],[3] and a conditional VAE-GAN loss [24], [25]. The
cLR-GAN takes in a random latent code z, uses it to map the input A into B′, and attempts
to rebuild z from B′. The cVAE-GAN encodes a ground truth image B into a latent space
by an encoder E, and the generator tries to map A together with a sampled z back to B.
Please refer to [46] for more details of BicycleGAN. In our model, the cLR-GAN loss and
the cVAE-GAN loss are computed as follows:
LGAN(G,D)=EB′p∼p(B′p)[log(D(B′p))]+EA,B′p∼p(A,B′p),z∼p(z)[log(1−D(A,G(A,z)))], (1)
where LGAN(G,D) is the cLR-GAN loss, B′p is the product of the generated pedestrian im-
age B′ and pedestrian mask M. A is the concatenation of an input masked image BM , its
corresponding label map L, mask M, and edge map E. z is a random drawn latent code.
LVAEGAN(G,D,E)=EB′p∼p(B′p)[log(D(B′p))]+EA,B′p∼p(A,B′p),z∼E(B′p)[log(1−D(A,G(A,z)))],
(2)
where LVAEGAN(G,D,E) is the cVAE-GAN loss, which modifies equation (1) with a sampling
z∼ E(B′p) by using the re-parameterization trick, allowing for direct back-propagation.
We make two improvements to the loss function: (1) adopt two discriminators, Dimg
and Dped , to compute the loss of the whole generated image and the synthesized pedestrian,
respectively, while the original BicycleGAN only computes Dimg. (2) Use a perceptual loss
[35] based on VGG-19 to encourage the synthesized images to have similar content to the
input training instance, i.e., make the output to be more like a pedestrian. The full objective
loss function is formulated as:
G∗,E∗= arg min
G,E
max
D
LVAEGAN(G,Dimg,E)+LVAEGAN(G,Dped ,E)+λLVAE1 (G,E)+λKLLKL(E)
+LGAN(G,Dimg)+LGAN(G,Dped)+λlatentLlatent1 (G,E)+λVGGLVGG(G,E), (3)
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where LVAEGAN(·) and LGAN(·) are adversarial losses of cVAE-GAN and cLR-GAN, respec-
tively. LVAE1 (·) is L1 loss between image B and B′, driving G to match B. Llatent1 (·) en-
courages E to produce a latent code that is close to a Gaussian distribution. LKL(E) is KL
distance in cLR-GAN. The hyper-parameters λ , λKL, λlatent , and λVGG control the relative
importance of each term.
4 Experiments
Implementation Details At each stage, G uses the proposed U-MAR structure, Dimg and
Dped use the PatchGAN [22], and E uses the ResNet[19]. LSGANs [29] is adopted to com-
pute adversarial losses. A 16-dimensional latent code z is injected into the network by spatial
replication, multiplied with the pedestrian mask, down-sampled by the nearest neighbor in-
terpolation, and then concatenation into every intermediate layer of the encoder part of the
generator. The parameters, λ , λlatent , λKL and λVGG are set to 10, 0.5, 0.01, and 1, respec-
tively. We set the batch size to 1, and the epoch to 200. The perceptual loss is not used in the
first stage for it results in unstable during training. When training a cascaded model, the first
stage is trained in a similar setting as in [46] to learn G1 and E1. The second stage trains the
first 100 epochs for G2 and E2 with fixed G1 and E1, and trains another 100 epochs on all of
the G1, G2, E1, and E2. The third stage uses the same strategy as the second one, and trains
on G2, G3, E2, and E3. We use Adam [23] optimizer, with a learning rate of wh−i ∗ lr, where
lr is the basic learning rate, h is the total number of cascaded stages, i is the ordinal of the
current training stage, and w is a weight factor. We set lr to 0.0002 and w to 0.01. By fixing
G and E of a previous stage as well as setting a small factor of w, we force a higher stage to
better follow the already learned knowledge of its previous ones.
Dataset The model is trained on the Cityscapes training set and evaluated on its validation
set. The size si of input images in the ith stage are set to s1 = 64, s2 = 128, and s3 = 256.
We crop the pedestrian images from Cityscapes dataset, every image shares the same center
with the corresponding pedestrian bounding box. Let H denotes the height of the bounding
box of a pedestrian. At the ith stage, if a H is smaller than si, the corresponding pedestrian
image is cropped at the resolution of si× si, and if H is bigger than si, the image is cropped
at a resolution of H×H, and then resized to si× si. Considering that resizing an image too
much can lead to information loss, we limit H of the first staged pedestrians to 64 to 256,
the second to 100 to 1024, and the third to 150 to 1024. Because high-resolution pedestrians
are fewer than low-resolution ones, the last stage contains far fewer images than the other
two. Therefore, we expand the training set of the third stage as follows: for every pedestrian
image, randomly pick a value from the interval, (H, 1.22 H], to be H ′, and then crop on
the resolution of H ′×H ′ and resize to si× si. The training set of each stage contains 6,000
images, 4,700 images, and 5,600 images, respectively, and the validation sets contain 1,000
images each.
EvaluationMetrics We use the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) measurement [20], which
calculates the distance between generated images and ground truth images in the Inception-
v3 network feature space [40]. The score of FID is consistent with human judgment [20],
which rewards realistic synthesized images and penalizes a lack of diversity [2]. The formula
follows [11],[20], with the lower FID score, the better. For every input, we generate a set of
samples by using 5 random latent codes, and take them as a whole to compute FID score.
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Baselines Two previous works: (1) [38], a pix2pix-based model, uses generators with
residual blocks, and takes instance-level masks and edge maps as the aid of input. We only
use its global generator in the experiments. (2) [32], a pedestrian synthesis model, based
on pix2pix network and uses U-net generator. And four ablation versions of our work: (1)
Ours-1, uses basic U-net generator. (2) Ours-2, uses basic residual blocks to replace the
multi-scale and the attention ones in the proposed generator. (3) Ours-3, uses MSRBs in the
encoder part of the generator, and uses basic residual blocks in the decoder part. (4) Ours-4,
uses the proposed generator structure. For fair, all the baseline models are trained for 200
epochs, optimized by Adam, and reduce the learning rate from the 100th epoch. The baseline
methods are trained in a one-staged-fashion without cascaded architecture. Each method is
trained on three input resolutions, based on our dataset. [38] and [32] use their original loss
functions, and the other baselines use the same loss function as our PMC-GANs.
4.1 Results
Qualitative Comparison Figure 5 shows the output images of baseline methods and our
work, at the resolutions of 64×64, 128×128, and 256×256 in the three rows. The model,
Ours (PMC-GANs) generates a more delicate pedestrian at every one of the resolutions, the
details of the pedestrians are richer, and the body part boundaries are clearer. Our model
learns a multimodal mapping, which improves the efficiency of data augmentation as well as
avoids mode collapse. Figure 6 shows some multimodal results.
Figure 5: Visual comparison of PMC-GANs with baselines. The first two lines are generated
at a resolution of 64×64, the third and fourth lines are results at a resolution of 128×128,
and the last two lines are generated at a resolution of 256×256.
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Figure 6: The multimodal products of PMC-GANs.
We perform an interpolation experiment on PMC-GANs by manipulating the random
code z, which is injected into the generator. Figure 7 shows an interpolation instance, where
the first and the last generated images are produced by randomly sampling a z f irst and a zlast
from a Gaussian distribution, and the others are produced by injecting the interpolate values
between z f irst and zlast to the generator. The model produces different images on neighbor
interpolation samples, illustrating that it does not over-fit to the training data.
Quantitative Evaluation We upgrade a U-net generator into a U-MAR generator, so the
model, Ours-1, is a basic baseline of our study. We perform an ablation study based on
Ours-1 to justify the effectiveness of Lm, Em, Dped , and LVGG in synthesizing pedestrians.
The experiment is conducted at a resolution of 256× 256, all the models are trained in a
one-staged-fashion by using the same settings as Ours-1. Lm and Em are always bundled to
each other, so we use LEm to denote the co-occurrence of the two. Table 1 shows that cutting
out any of the variables will lead to a worse FID score. Therefore, it is reasonable to use Lm,
Em, Dped , and LVGG in our work.
Table 1: The results of the ablation study. The best performance is in bold.
Model LEm Dped LVGG FID
Ours-1∗ × X X 30.74
Ours-1∗∗ X × X 38.24
Ours-1∗∗∗ X X × 36.66
Ours-1 X X X 30.12
Table 2 shows FID scores of the baseline methods and our model. By comparing [32] and
[38] with the ablation versions of our model, we can see our work gets a better result on the
whole, which is consistent with qualitative comparison results. Ours-4, with the proposed
generator, improves the FID score by 7.6%, 27.2%, and 17.7%, on Ours-1, at the resolution
of 64× 64, 128× 128, and 256× 256, respectively, indicating the superior of the U-MAR
generator than the basic U-net generator in producing pedestrians. The comparison between
Ours-1 and Ours-2 shows the advance of adding residual blocks in basic U-net structure in
our task, the comparison between Ours-2 and Ours-3 validates the usefulness of using the
MSRBs in the encoder part of the generator, and the comparison between Ours-3 and Ours-4
justifies the effectiveness of using the CARBs in the decoder part of the generator.
The model, Ours, and the model, Ours-4, use the same structured G, D, and E, the
difference between the two is that Ours uses cascaded architecture to produce high-resolution
images, while Ours-4 uses only one stage. At the resolution of 64× 64, Ours ablates to
Ours-4, and the higher the resolution, the greater the advantage of the cascaded structure is
revealed, with a benefit of improving 0.7% at the resolution of 128×128, and 9.3% at 256×
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Figure 7: An interpolation analysis.
256. The results show that a coarse-to-fine cascaded architecture is useful in synthesizing
high-resolution pedestrian images.
Table 2: Comparison of FID score. The best results are in bold.
Resolution Models[38] [32] Ours-1 Ours-2 Ours-3 Ours-4 Ours
64×64 20.46 27.92 10.91 10.76 10.03 10.08 10.08
128×128 27.69 78.67 23.11 18.69 17.30 16.82 16.71
256×256 39.13 82.14 30.12 27.66 34.37 24.79 22.48
4.2 Data Augmentation Experiments
Figure 8: Data augmentation samples, where the left ones are synthesized images.
Experiments are performed on the CityPersons dataset [42]. We decide the position Pp
and the size Ps of a synthesized pedestrian by first, use semantic label map to restrict the
position of it to sidewalks and roads; then, compute the size of pedestrians according to both
the size of existing cars and pedestrians in the image and the distribution of pedestrian size
conditioned on the position in the dataset. We crop a Ps×Ps sized background image, Ibg,
centered at Pp, from an CityPersons image, IHD. Then randomly select a pedestrian mask
M and compute with Ibg to acquire the masked image input to our trained PMC-GANs. The
generated pedestrian image Iped is then blende into IHD by using a pix-wise replacement
strategy. We then select 3,000 blended images, the same to the quantity of the CityPersons
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training set, as the augmented data (Figure 8 shows two augmented samples). The tested
pedestrian detector uses ResNet-50[19] as the backbone network and pre-trained on the Im-
ageNet dataset[34]. Pedestrians with a height less than 50 pixels or the visible ratio less than
0.65 are ignored. During training both the RPN proposals and the Fast R-CNN[16] stage,
we avoid sampling the ignore regions. Random crop and horizontal flip strategies are also
applied to augment data. We use ×1 images to train the ×1 detector, and use the scale of
×1.3 upsampling images to train the ×1.3 detector. To fit in 12GB of TITAN X GPU mem-
ory and avoid memory overflow, the ×1.5 scaled detector is trained on ×1.3 scaled images
and tested on the ×1.5 dataset. Please see supplementary file for more information. Table 3
shows the comparison of our pedestrian detection method with baselines on the CityPersons
validation set, which justifies that augmenting data by using PMC-GANs is effective at every
testing scales.
Table 3: Pedestrian detection results. MR−2 is used to compare the performance of the
detectors (the lower the better). "Reasonable", "Heavy", "Partial", and "Bare" are different
subsets that are defined by Citypersons validation dataset according to occlusion ratio. The
best performances are in bold.
Method Scale Reasonable Heavy Partial Bare
[42] ×1×1.3
15.4
12.8
-
-
-
-
-
-
[43] ×1×1.3
12.8
11.0
55.7
51.3
15.3
13.7
6.7
5.9
[39]
×1
×1.3
×1.5
13.2
11.6
10.9
56.9
55.3
52.9
16.8
14.8
13.4
7.6
7.0
6.3
Ours
×1
×1.3
×1.5
12.6
11.4
10.7
54.3
51.1
49.9
12.8
11.3
10.7
7.4
6.6
6.5
Ours +
GAN
×1
×1.3
×1.5
12.4
11.2
10.5
53.8
50.7
49.3
12.7
11.6
10.4
7.2
6.5
6.4
5 Conclusion
We propose a multi-modal cascaded generative adversarial networks (PMC-GANs) to syn-
thesize pedestrian images. The model uses multi-scale residual blocks in the encoder part
of the generator to obtain multi-scale representation of pedestrian images and uses channel
attention residual blocks in the decoder part of the generator to help select the most impor-
tant features. Our model dramatically outperforms baselines in generating both realistic and
diversified pedestrian images, especially in producing high-resolution ones. The experiment
of using the PMC-GANs to augment pedestrian detection data further proves its effective-
ness and applicability. However, sometimes the direction of light that falls on the generated
pedestrian does not match the lightening condition of the background image, which looks
artificial. We plan to fix the problem by taking into account lighting variables as future
work.1
1Please contact wujie@cetc-cloud.com for more information and the supplementary material.
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